TAKING APPLE BACK HOME

So we came to APPLE...

Now what?

Keep your APPLE action plan simple.

“The trouble with not having a goal is that you can spend your life running up and down the field and never score.”

- Bill Copeland
"If you don’t like the way the world is, you change it. You have an obligation to change it. You just do it one step at a time."

-Marian Wright Edelman

"It's amazing what you can accomplish if you do not care who gets the credit."

- Harry S. Truman

"People who work together will win, whether it be against complex football defenses, or the problems of modern society."

- Vince Lombardi

Create an APPLE team commitment agreement
"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world." -Anne Frank

"I alone cannot change the world, but I can cast a stone across the waters to create many ripples."

-Mother Teresa

"More work on your APPLE Action Plan up front..."

Means less work and more help down the road.

"We cannot solve our problems with the same thinking we used when we created them."

-Albert Einstein
“Service to others is the rent you pay for your room here on earth.”
- Muhammad Ali

How will YOU help your APPLE team succeed?

“How the most common way people give up their power is by thinking they don’t have any.”
- Alice Walker

You don’t need a title to be a leader
**Characteristics of a Good Leader:**

- Hard Work
- Enthusiasm

**Characteristics of a Good Leader:**

- Team Spirit
- Loyalty
- Friendship

**Characteristics of a Good Leader:**

- Initiative
- Enthusiasm
- Cooperation

**Characteristics of a Good Leader:**

- Skill
- Confidence
- Poise
Characteristics of a Good Leader:

Alertness
Intentness
Self-Control

Competitive Greatness:
Perform at your best each day.

"Somewhere inside all of us is the power to change the world."
- Roald Dahl

"A river cuts through rock, not because of its power, but because of its persistence."
- Jim Watkins
"It is under the greatest adversity that there exists the greatest potential for doing good, both for oneself and others."

-Dalai Lama XIV

"The reason we struggle with insecurity is because we compare our behind-the-scenes with everyone else's highlight reel."

- Steve Furtick

"Failure is so important. It is the ability to resist failure or use failure that often leads to greater success."

- J.K. Rowling

"I've learned that people will forget what you said, people will forget what you did, but people will never forget how you made them feel."

- Maya Angelou
“Sport has the power to change the world… It has the power to inspire.”
- Nelson Mandela

THANK YOU!

- Team Action Plan (online)
- Individual Conference Evaluations (app)
- Individual Post-Tests (app)

Team Contacts will receive an email from the Gordie Center in March with the first post-conference survey!

Action plan submission
www.appleathletics.org